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This project is a conversion of a home’s unfinished lower level
into a wine room with bar and comfortable sitting area. To create
the appearance of a rustic tavern, we incorporated a tile floor with
the look of weathered barn siding, a stone wall, and a tin ceiling. The
bar includes a beverage cooler for drinks and snacks that need to be
refrigerated. A dishwasher drawer ensures that clean up is simple,
since everything can stay on the lower level. Dedicated wine racks
with a small tasting area provide easy access to a wide selection of
our clients’ favorite wine from Napa Valley.

#3

Our clients purchased an old farmhouse with the intention of
updating the kitchen. First of all we dealt with a kitchen post and
beam that needed to be eliminated, even though it supported a
section of the roof. After correcting many ceiling height issues and
unusual soffit situations, we were able to increase the size of the
island and create better locations for the appliances to allow for
a more functional flow of the kitchen. Our clients’ request for tall
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It is always exciting for our team whenever Remodeling Designs wins
a CotY (Contractor of the Year) award from the National Association
of the Remodeling Industry (NARI). In 2017 not only did we win three
local awards, but we are thrilled to have won a regional CotY award
for a basement wine room project.
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RDI Wins 4 CotY Awards

Regional and Local Miami Valley CotY Award 2017
Basement Remodel $50,000-$100,000
Washington Township

#1+2

storage cabinets to house their craft items in the back end of their
kitchen was fulfilled, and in addition we added a built-in coffee
station. (Photo on page 4)

#4

This small master bath could not be enlarged, so we opened it
up visually by removing a solid shower wall and replacing it with clear
thick glass. A beautiful mosaic tile design on the shower wall and
floor adds interest to the entire room. A recessed niche in the shower
provides space for items that were once stored on a metal pole that
wasted valuable square footage. A new wood cabinet was placed
over the toilet to maximize every inch of storage. (continued on page 4)
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TNAH 2017 has the relaxed feeling of a mini-resort where friends and
family can come and stay for several days in the guest suite or in the
three bedrooms with separate baths. There are many activities to keep
visitors entertained, from the five-hole putting green and infinityedge swimming pool with a beach, to a game room with pool table, a
golf-simulator room, a hot tub, workout room/spa, and four bars.
Sightlines from the home’s entrance move the eye through a number

of interior and exterior spaces without interruption. Expansive sliding
glass walls on both sides of the great room open the space entirely on
one side to the putting green and on the other side to the swimming
pool. A motorized retractable 40 ft. screen provides shade from the
sun when necessary, without blocking fresh air.
Throughout the home, the use of white lends a bright clean look
to the spaces, complimented by soft energy-efficient lighting that
maintains a luxurious atmosphere. Attention is naturally drawn to
those details that stand out as interesting and unusual, such as the 3D
tiles on the fireplace wall in the great room.
The kitchen displays symmetry and lack of clutter through its sleek
white cabinets and integrated appliances. The built-in refrigerator
columns blend seamlessly into the rest of the cabinetry, and next to
the refrigerators is an identical door that leads to a hidden pantry.
The black Caesarstone island becomes the focal point because of its
beautiful dining table made of a single piece of old-growth distressed
walnut. A wall of windows above the countertop illuminates the
space with natural light.
One goal of TNAH each year is to demonstrate that with careful
planning even a sizable home can be energy efficient and sustainable.
The 2017 home is 12,000 square feet, yet energy costs are projected to
be no more than $250 each year. This has been achieved in a variety
of ways, including the installation of Energy-Star rated appliances,
LED light fixtures, foam insulation on roof and exterior walls, low-E
windows, and a rooftop solar array. Generous roof overhangs help
manage solar gains, reducing the indoor air temperature, while
overhead fans help maximize the airflow. The Home Energy Rating
System (HERS) Index score for this home is zero, which means this
home produces as much energy as it consumes. The home is currently
up for multiple certifications: National Green Building Standard
(NGBS) Emerald, Indoor air-PLUS, Energy-Star, and LEED for Homes.
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Sprawling, single-story, open-design, floor-to-ceiling windows,
swimming pool and putting green—all these features reflect the MidCentury Modern architectural vibe of homes built in Palm Springs, CA
during the 1950s and 60s. The New American Home (TNAH) 2017 is
glamorously reminiscent of this beloved retro style, but at the same
time the residence is state-of-the-art. TNAH is designed each year as
an educational tool for remodelers, builders and designers to learn
about new technology, products and design concepts they can take
back and use in their own projects. Yet as attendees toured this year’s
home during the International Builders Show in Orlando, no doubt
they envisioned Frank Sinatra crooning next to the baby grand piano
in the foyer.
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As you are planning your kitchen remodel, wouldn’t it be great
to know ahead of time which styles and colors we can expect to
be emerging this year for such an important space in your home?
The annual Kitchen & Bath Design Trends Report conducted by
the National Kitchen & Bath Association (NKBA) is a survey of their
member designers that keeps us on top of the trends each year. The
following is a summary of the 2017 report on kitchens:
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Top 10 Kitchen Design
Trends for 2017

1. Clean lines, built-ins and simple door styles prevail in kitchen

designs. Contemporary styled kitchens are now the second most
popular design after Transitional, with Traditional in third place.
Some emerging styles are: Industrial and Mid-Century Modern.
Mountain Modern and Coastal can be thought of as variations
on Contemporary.

2. Painted cabinets in white or gray—especially gray—will continue
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to dominate kitchen color schemes. Blue is an emerging color
for painted cabinets; high gloss finishes are emerging as well. In
terms of overall color schemes, blue as well as black are making
the scene.

3. Two-toned colored kitchens are on the rise; mixing up materials
and metals across surfaces and as accents is also rising.

4. Although wood cabinets still reign over kitchen designs, metal
appears to be emerging.

5. Furniture-look pieces, rollouts and pullouts and under cabinet

lighting (LED) are some of the leading kitchen cabinet features.
The use of crown molding is decreasing. There is an upsurge in
the use of rustic and reclaimed woods.

6. Quartz is the prevailing kitchen countertop material, and

trending up. Granite, second in popularity, is diminishing.

7. Induction cooktops and convection ovens are rising, and

microwave drawers are advancing beyond freestanding or
built-in microwaves.

8. The use of technology in the kitchen is increasing. About one

third of the designers included wiring and pathways for future
tech integration. Also moving up is more internet connected
appliances and docking stations.

9. Interior barn doors and pocket doors are gaining in popularity.
10. Accessible and/or Universal Design features in kitchens continue
to trend up.

Light Up Your Life

When evening arrives on your outside
deck, lighted railings will help create a
warm and welcoming atmosphere for
you and your guests. They possess design
appeal that elevates the feeling of luxury in
your outdoor living space. The lights also
provide safety as people maneuver from
the swimming pool to the lounge chairs or
outdoor kitchen. The best choice for these
outdoor applications are energy-efficient
LED bulbs since they are long lasting and
offer a multitude of colors.

One beautiful example is an LED railing light
that recesses into the underside of the top
and bottom rails of a railing system. These
railing lights need to be fully weatherproof.
The new 24-volt LED Post Accent Light
by Feeney attaches to their DesignRail
Aluminum system to create an attractive
down light. The polycarbonate lens protects
the bulbs from harsh weather elements

and diffuses the light more evenly. It is
compatible with third-party dimmers and
switches.
Crystal Rail from Regal Ideas is a unique
system that uses no posts or rails to hold its
frameless tempered glass panels in place. It
provides a clear unobstructed view and the
bases illuminate at night with LED lighting.
This system won the Most Innovative
Building Product award at the 2017 Builders
Show.
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Recipes from

RDI Wins 4 CotY Awards

Local Miami Valley CotY Award 2017
Kitchen Project $100,001-$150,000
Waynesville
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Erich’s Kitchen

#3

A matching corner cabinet that extends to the ceiling provides
storage for our client’s toiletries. All new materials and an updated
color palette gives new life to this bathroom.

• 3 tablespoons vegetable oil

• 1 cup chopped bell peppers
• 1 cup chopped celery
• 2 teaspoons salt
• 1/2 teaspoon cayenne
• 1/2 teaspoon freshly ground
black pepper

(visualedgeimaging.com)
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Ingredients

• 2 cups chopped onions

Many thanks to our wonderful clients for allowing us to work on
their exceptional projects! We would love to work on your project,
giving it the same care and expertise that we give to all our projects.
Contact us at remodelingdesigns.com or 937-438-0031.
Local Miami Valley CotY Award 2017
Remodeled Bathroom $25,001-$50,000
Centerville

Summer is fast approaching,
so I thought I would share
a Ratatouille recipe in
which you can use all the
fresh ingredients from your
garden or the produce
section of your grocery store. This Ratatouille Recipe is from
Emeril Lagasse and is a fan-favorite in our family. The dish can
be served as a main course or a side. If you need a vegetarian
dish simply omit the Tasso. In my opinion the Tasso gives the
dish the “Zing”. Enjoy!

• 1/4 cup chopped Tasso or
spiced ham

(continued from page 1)

Ratatouille

• 1 medium eggplant, peeled
and cut into 1-inch cubes
(about 1/2 pound)

• 1 medium zucchini, cut into
1-inch cubes (about 1/2
pound)
• 1 medium yellow squash, cut
into 1-inch cubes (about 1/2
pound)
• 3 cups chopped, peeled,
and seeded fresh tomatoes,
or 3 cups chopped canned
tomatoes
• 2 tablespoons chopped garlic
• 1/2 teaspoon chopped fresh
basil or 1 teaspoon dried
• 1/2 teaspoon dried thyme

Directions

Heat the oil in a Dutch oven over medium-high heat. Add
the Tasso and sauté for about 2 minutes. Add the onions, bell
peppers, celery, salt, cayenne, and black pepper. Cook, stirring
constantly, for about 3 minutes, or until the vegetables are
slightly wilted. Add the eggplant and cook for 4 to 5 minutes, or
until slightly tender. Add the zucchini, yellow squash, tomatoes,
garlic, basil, and thyme. Reduce the heat to medium and cook,
stirring occasionally, for 8 to 10 minutes, or until the mixture is a
little soupy. The vegetables should have a little crunch to them.
Serve warm or it can be cooked a day ahead. It gains in flavor
when reheated.

